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Dear friends and sponsors,
After having only heard and read about the projects in India in the past, we (Richard Häne
and Annemarie Lehmann) finally travelled to Tiruvannamalai for the first time in December
2013. We were amazed.
A lovely surprise
Madhan and the team surprisingly inaugurated the Mobile Library in our presence,
which was a great honour for us. A great
dream of both Madhan and ARS thereby became reality: As a start, this library on wheels
is going to supply approximately 500 children and adolescents with books and motivate them to read. The little bus has enough
space to store and transport around 2,800
books in Tamil and English, also. The collection is compiled of various genres of literature. In short, there is something for
everyone’s taste!

Richard, Regula, Madhan, Annemarie, Kurt

A joyful celebration

Large choice: Which book first?

Madhan made us a great gift with this
inauguration. Beneath the glorious
blue sky and surrounded by numerous
guests, music and an excited swarm
of children, we, as guests, were present as the Mobile Library was officially inaugurated. The media attended the event and so did many
volunteers, without whom the project
could have never been realised so
quickly.

Madhan specifically thanked the manager of the bus-building company Arrows, who has
always been supportive of Madhan’s idea and even sponsored part of the bus’ remodelling.
After the official part of the celebration, the children were handed their personal library
cards and were left to bury themselves in the books as they pleased.

Sarasvathi Children’s Village
We were deeply impressed by our visits to
the Sarasvathi Children’s Village. Besides
the well-kept grounds with plenty of space
for the children’s activities, it was our encounters with the girls that were most touching: radiant children’s eyes, tiny and tentative hands, blithe playing and their
cheerful laughter, curiosity, but also shyness and wonder.

The slackline was a great attraction.

Playing and drawing with dedication

A big family, a school of life
Life in this children’s village has nothing to do with the images we usually associate with
institutions of that kind. It is an entire extended family that lives there, complete with house
mothers and numerous pairs of helpful hands. At night, the three small sleeping halls, equipped with just basic furniture, are home to girls of all different age groups, who work together like sisters would with the older ones taking care of their thangachis (Tamil for ‘younger sister’). They all know their personal chores and place in this big family and learn how to
be a part of social life, how to share, and the meaning behind respect and patience at an
early age.

It is not that easy to play Double Dutch with long skirts.
During this visit to India and the enchanting hours we spent in the children’s village we experienced so much joy and happiness that we were left wondering why we had not embarked on this journey long ago … It was not easy to leave it all behind.

Richi Häne, Annemarie Lehmann accompanied by Kurt Lehmann and Regula Völkle.

«What the world of tomorrow will be like is greatly dependant on the power of imagination
in those who are learning to read today.» 					
Astrid Lindgren

Additional information concerning the projects
Three new evening schools were started. As of today, more than 500 children and adolescents are being professionally tutored at six different locations.
The children’s village has reached its limit with a total of 37 girls. An additional sleeping hall
is in planning and should hopefully be constructed by the end of this year. It will have the
capacity to be a new home to twelve more girls.
Please visit our webpage (www.arunachala-rising-sun.ch) to find our annual report, financial statements, and a lot of additional information as well as beautiful pictures of the various projects.
Thank you
We would like to express our gratitude, dear sponsors. We owe it to you that these programs are a reality and that we, together, are able to make a difference for the children in
and around Tiruvannamalai.
Yours sincerely,
The board: Annemarie Lehmann, Richi Häne, Lilian Suter, Lukas Raymann, Peter Diener

